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By Candy Spiegel | Livingston Moms

Reading is moving to a
whole new world — the
World Wide Web.

Sleeping Bear Press recently
launched two new Web sites
that bring two of their popular
books, the I, Q. series and
“Willow Loves Art,” to life.

“Some researchers believe
that online reading builds on
traditional reading skills and
also requires new ones, like the
ability to navigate the Web and
to synthesize information in
many different forms,” reported
the New Literacies Research
Lab at the University of
Connecticut.

Additional experts, according
to a press release from Sleeping
Bear Press, suggest that the
Internet’s use of graphics, sound, animation,
and video may offer a better way for strug-
gling readers to glean information.

Regardless of the reader’s ability, the
Internet can be used to embellish the story
— particularly with books that take place in
real locations or feature living or historical
characters.

“The digital age offers new opportunities
that can enhance the reading experience,”
stated Audrey Mitnick, content developer for
the two new sites.

The first site, www.IQtheSeries.com,
relates to Roland Smith’s new young adult
series I, Q. 

It brings the story to life with maps of the
places Q visits and videos of the magic
tricks he performs. Background information
on the author and each of the characters in
the book, information on the writing and
editing process, contests, curriculum guides,
and more are also included. Soon-to-be-
released features include games, message
boards and the opportunity to listen to the
music mentioned in the books.

“It is a wonderful partnership of two
important mediums. The Web site allows

kids and teachers to delve more deeply into
the story while waiting for the next release
in the series,” Smith said.

The second Web site relates to “Willow
Loves Art,” by Brighton’s Rosemarie
Brennan and Howell’s Denise Brennan-
Nelson. 

The site, www.WillowLovesArt.com,
gives children the opportunity to talk to the
authors, draw online, print out art projects,
ask questions, and much more.

“These online activities will stimulate
children’s creativity, their visual fluency and
provide easy-to-access learning opportuni-
ties,” Brennan said.

An activity guide, screen saver, and links
to museums and kid-friendly sites are also
available in this interactive Web site.

“As a publisher of children’s books we
advocate for reading in every medium. We
recognize that incorporating Web-based

activities into a child’s life can increase his
or her motivation to read, write and learn,
commented Heather Hughes, publisher of
the Sleeping Bear Press. “We believe that
reading with the addition of online activities
is a win-win scenario!”

By Bob Minzesheimer | USA Today

The publisher of “The 39 Clues,” a multime-
dia, interactive adventure series aimed at kids
8-12, touts it as “adrenaline-charged.”

No adrenaline is included, but just about
everything else is: books, cards, online games
and $100,000 in prizes. DreamWorks has
optioned the movie rights. The first of the 10
books, “The 39 Clues: Book One: The Maze
of Bones” by Rick Riordan, is full of promise
and introduces two appealing, mistreated
young orphans. The book and Web site
(the39clues.com) are stuffed with teasers. It
helps to have
patience for codes,
anagrams and
mazes.

Set in the pres-
ent, the book
begins with Grace
Cahill revising her
will five minutes
before dying. Her
relatives can
choose their inheri-
tance: $1 million
each or clues to a
secret that will
reveal what makes
the family so powerful. The orphans, bookish
Amy Cahill, 14, and her mischievous brother
Dan, 11, take the challenge, as do six sets of
conveniently villainous rivals.

With the first clue (each book has one),
they’re off to Philadelphia to research
Benjamin Franklin, who’s related to the
Cahills, like other famous figures. Then, it’s on
to Paris’ catacombs, where Franklin himself
left a clue.

The books can be read alone. Prizes will be
won online, with the help of cards that come
with the books. More help will be offered in
four additional card packs.

Riordan, who outlined the series to be com-
pleted by other writers, is off to a good start.
Author of the “Percy Jackson and the
Olympians” books, he’s funny in a way kids
like. He mixes lessons in history and math with
an adventure.

The next one, “One False Note,” by Gordon
Korman, is due Dec. 2.

shopping

Adventure in ’39 Clues’
begins with a book

Sleeping Bear Press recently
launched two interactive Web sites
based on books they
publish. The I, Q. series is a new
teen thriller. “Willow Loves Art”
is written by local authors.

More online fun
Fans of the Mick Morris series by
Brighton author K. B. Brege, and
illustrated by D. Brege, will enjoy
the book’s Web site,
www.MickMorris.com, where they
can play games and learn to
draw.

Take books to a new dimension
Publisher launches interactive sites


